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“Prioritising public health is key to increasing
responsibility in healthcare. A focus on
preventative treatments and technologies
that involve patients in their own carewill
help individuals to take control of their
health and gain a greater realisation of the
consequences of their lifestyle choices.
Greater access to health recordswill also
enhance the relationship between doctors
and patients and facilitate patients' growing
interest in thecare theyreceive fromtheNHS.”
Stephen O’Brien MP
Shadow Health Minister

“The biggest challenge is to findways of
getting people to change their health-related
behaviour, but to do so in a fashion that does
not nanny or infantilise them. The so-called
'nudge' agendamight offer some ideas here:
framing the relevant options in such away
that preserves freedomof choice, but nudges
people towards the healthier option.”
Professor Julian Le Grand
Richard Titmuss Professor of Social
Policy, London School of Economics
and Political Science

“The biggest challenge now is to place an
emphasis on quality and improve the service
with theminimumof accompanying
structural change. There is little need for
structural change but there is a need to
concentrate on quality.”
Doug Naysmith MP
Joint Chair of Parliamentary Labour
Party Health Committee

“TheNHSneeds a cross-party consensus,
based on the best evidence, and a long term
plan, sowe can finally give public health and
prevention the space it deserves. The simple
act of walking at every opportunity has as big
an impact on physical andmental health
as any drug yet invented, sowhy aren’t we
all doing it?”
Dr Phil Hammond
GP, writer, journalist, broadcaster,
campaigner, comedian and lecturer

This event and report were kindly sponsored through
an unrestricted educational grant from
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About this publication

This publication was inspired by fringe events held at both the Labour and Conservative Party
Conferences inAutumn2009.Wewere delighted tohaveNiallDickson, Chief Executive of theKing’s
Fund; Professor Julian Le Grand of the LSE; and Stephen O’BrienMP and Doug NaysmithMP join
us at their respective conferences. The sessions were superbly chaired by Dr Phil Hammond who
enabled themeetings to be interactive and reminded us all to retain our sense of humour!

The speakerswere asked to address the subject of ‘Responsibility inhealthcare: changing the culture’.
Meanwhile theaudiencewereasked towritedowntheir thoughts in response to several questions that
had been handed out at the beginning of the events. This publication is a reflection of the event, the
responses received to the debate and our own recommendations for changing the culture.

We are indebted to Bayer Schering Pharma for enabling these events and this publication, and to all
our sponsors for their unrestricted funding, onwhichwedepend.Aswell as drivingourongoingwork
of involving frontline professionals in policy ideas and development, sponsorship enables us
communicatewith and involve officials andpolicymakers in thework thatwedo. Involvement in the
work of 2020health.org is never conditional on being a sponsor.

Julia Manning, Chief Executive
January 2010

2020health.org
83Victoria Street
London
SW1H0HW

T020 3170 7702
E admin@2020health.org

Published by 2020health.org

© 2009 2020health.org
All rights reserved. No part of this publicationmay be
reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted
in any formor by anymeanswithout the prior written
permission of the publisher.
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Quotes

“Prioritising public health is key to
increasing responsibility in
healthcare. A focus on preventative
treatments and technologies that
involve patients in their own care
will help individuals to take control
of their health and gain a greater
realisation of the consequences
of their lifestyle choices. Greater
access to health recordswill also
enhance the relationship between
doctors and patients and facilitate
patients' growing interest in the care
they receive from theNHS.”
Stephen O’Brien MP
Shadow Health Minister

“The biggest challenge is to findways
of getting people to change their
health-related behaviour, but to do
so in a fashion that does not nanny
or infantilise them. The so-called
'nudge' agendamight offer some ideas
here: framing the relevant options in
such away that preserves freedomof
choice, but nudges people towards
the healthier option.”
Professor Julian Le Grand
Richard Titmuss Professor of
Social Policy, London School
of Economics and Political Science

Disclaimer
Individuals who presented at our fringe event did so in a
personal capacity and their views do not necessarily
represent the corporate view of any organization. None of
the speakers at the fringe events were paid and they are not
responsible for the views expressed in this paper. This is
solely the responsibility of the authors.

“The biggest challenge now is to place
an emphasis on quality and improve
the service with theminimumof
accompanying structural change.
There is little need for structural
change but there is a need to
concentrate on quality.”
Doug Naysmith MP
Joint Chair of Parliamentary
Labour Party Health Committee

“TheNHSneeds a cross-party
consensus, based on the best
evidence, and a long termplan sowe
can finally give public health and
prevention the space it deserves. The
simple act of walking at every
opportunity has as big an impact on
physical andmental health as any
drug yet invented, sowhy aren’t
we all doing it?”
Dr Phil Hammond
GP, writer, journalist, broadcaster,
campaigner, comedian and
lecturer
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Introduction

Despite the huge increase in NHS expenditure over the last ten years, there are still severe strains
placedon thehealth service in its attempts tocopewithpublichealth issues in theUK.Manydifficulties
stem from unhealthy behaviours and poorly designed health incentives. The NHS constitution has
endeavoured to setout “patient’s rights” in linewith “patient’s responsibilities”.However thishasbeen
polemicised as an attempt to inhibit any changes to theNHS by a new government.

It is true that theNHSbelongs tous all1, and the constitutionnowstates thatweare all responsible for
it. There are still substantial challenges as tohow toachieve the ‘right’ to access quality healthcare and
howas a countrywe canafford toprovide this.Manyhealthprofessionals, public andpoliticians alike
feel that the solution partly lies in preventativemedicine and greater public awareness.

£4.2bn is spent on obesity-related issues every year, £2.7bn on illness related to alcohol abuse, up to
10%of the entireNHSbudget on type 2diabetes-related treatment and£1bnon sexually transmitted
infections.MissedGPappointments alone cost in the regionof £160mannually, costswhich couldbe
easily alleviated by a sense of individual and collective responsibility for our own health and for our
health service. With burden on the NHS expected to increase, our health service seems stretched
beyond its capacity to cope.What, then, canwedo to bettermanage these social and economic costs?

1. Department ofHealth, NHSConstitution 2009
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Executive summary

Historically,preventionhasbeen themainstayofpublichealth.However recently theUKhaswitnessed
a shift towards a curative attitude. 2020health want to refocus the debate on personal responsibility
and control and its role in the NHS and for public health in general. Our recommendations were
influenced by feedback at our conference events and discussionswith front line professionals.

The justice inhavingauniversal, freeat thepointofdeliveryhealthcare systemis that it ensures equity
and access for all. The danger is that this deters both self-care and cautious living (risk displacement)
and encourages profligacy by the public. The reality is that the NHS has not been entirely free at the
pointofdelivery since 1951but therehasbeenagreat reluctance todeterminewhat ‘core’NHSservices
should be as the debate is stifled by political fear of being seen to be ‘privatising’ theNHS.

Yet while we discuss as a nation the need for huge cost-reductions, we feel that the debate will lack
integrity if we fail to discuss all options that will incentivise greater personal control over healthcare.
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Recommendations

1. Principle that should guide decisions on which conditions can be treated by the NHS.
> Weneed a public review to identify the normal human variations for which treatment

should not be paid by the tax payer.

2. Personal accountability for looking after your own health.
> A review of common, ‘basic’ drugs should be undertaken to seewhat should be removed

fromNHS funded prescribing.
> A consultation should be undertaken on how to encourage the uptake of self-care using

modern,mobile technology.

3. Responsibility in health promotion
> Weneed to find a balance between the benefits of easily accessible information and risks

of furthermedicalisation of daily life.

4. Personal long term health concerns
> Health concerns are important to us all. Through our public policies we should always

communicate that we value themanner of our living above the timing of our dying.

5. Encouraging a culture of responsibility in healthcare
> Advertising the cost of healthcare e.g. A&E attendance, RRP ofmedicines andmedical

devices should be initiated.
> The introduction of penalties for repeated avoidable trips to A&E.

Method

Wesent the speakers at the fringeevents several questions to stimulate their thinkingon this subject:

‘Free’ Service:Does the ‘safety net’ of universal healthcare encourage irresponsibility?
Howdowe change theway that people view theNHS?

Incentives: Towhat extent should healthier lifestyles be incentivised?
Whatmeans are there to encourage people to stay healthy?

Prevention:Howdowe encourage people tomake healthier choices?
Howdowe encourage young people to consider their long-termhealth?

Elective procedures: Cosmetic surgery is paid for by theNHS in cases of ‘severe stress’.
What is acceptable?How far does theNHS’ remit extend?

Access:Has improved access had the unintended consequence of encouraging frivolous
use of services?Dowalk-in centresmean that self-care fromapharmacy is discouraged?

Family Breakdown: Thehealth of both adults and children sufferswhen families
breakdown; can theBritish be persuaded to accept earlier intervention?

Diagnostic Drift: Canwe reverse the extension of conditions thatwere once lifestyle issues
and are now labelledmedical?
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Findings

Theaudiencewere asked5brief questions and, as expected, answers varied indegree andextent.Our
sample consists of the answers given by 18 respondents.

When asked ‘what principle should guide decisions onwhich conditions can be treated by theNHS?’
Our respondents varied dramatically from extremes to a medium.Mostly it was felt that there must
be a better balance between cost andneed. Respondents on thewhole felt that treatment on theNHS
can be conditional as opposed to a blanket approach. The overarching themewas that access toNHS
treatment should be conditional on an individual’s responsibility, NHS resources and benefit of the
expectedoutcome.Oneparticipant said that the services available shouldbalance fairness andquality
with cost andefficacy. Therewasageneraldissent to ‘electiveprocedures’ beingavailableon theNHS.
Anothersuggestedapatient contract tocommit themtoapersontoremaining inoptimumhealth.Most
participants agreed that cost should be a driving factor, only a few advocated a ‘blanket’ principle.

Whenasked ‘towhat extent do you think that an individual is/shouldbe accountable for looking after
his or her own health?’ Nobody denied that individuals were responsible for their own health unless
congenital and accidental disabilities were factored into the equation. However it was argued that in
order toberesponsiblepeopleneededtobe fully informedandeducatedabouthow.Solutionsproposed
for this varied fromhealth diaries and “sin” taxes to greater partnershipwith clinicians.

We also asked ‘do you feel that retailers, manufacturers, planners, etc. Have/should have a
responsibility to promote public health?’ The majority of respondents felt that manufacturers and
retailers certainlyhada responsibility to thepublic.One claimed that there shouldbeanenvironment
of corporate social responsibility, whilst others argued that well-being can not be sacrificed for the
sake of profits. In opposition a respondent argued that although companies had a responsibility to
produce health products, they did not have to promote public health. Another maintained it was
government responsibility, and retailers had a responsibility only insofar as not to mislead. One
expressed that it was also about promoting the idea that healthy foodwasn’t prohibitively expensive.
Often alcohol, cigarettes, high fat and sugar content foods were used as examples. Complexity was a
factor, some expressed it was government, schools and pharmacists responsibility aswell to promote
public health.

Our fourthquestionwasmorepersonal to the individual,weasked ‘in yourdaily life, is your long term
health amajor consideration for you?’ Despite some cynical responses, on thewhole respondents felt
that health was amajor consideration in their daily lives, though pointedly warned against paranoia
andwhen liver transplantswere tobe expected.Most felt a desire tomaintain ahealthy life for as long
as possible and recognised that lifestyle and diet choices had a great role to play.
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Introduction

Each speaker was then invited to present their thoughts for up to 10 minutes on one or more of the
abovequestions.Wealsodevisedquestionnaires for the audience to respond to and collated feedback
during and after the event.

The purpose of these questionswas to stimulate thinking and dialogue on the subject of encouraging
a “cultureof responsibility”. This report hasbeenbuilt out of the feedback response received fromthe
event participants. The feedback consisted of a series of brief questions, a space for comments and
asked for somedemographicdetails.We feel that that the feedback isagood indicatorof individual and
party opinion on the issue. This ‘thought capture’ was described by the chairman at the beginning of
the session so that as ideas and questions occurred to the audience, they could record them. This
material record is the basis of our report alongside the expert opinions of our panellists. The diversity
of opinions reflects the diversity of the audience’s age, gender, location and political alignment.

08
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The ‘Nudge’ agenda

The ideaof incentives inhealthcare is away to influence thedecisionspeoplemake,without impeding
freewill. This ideacovers several of the initial themesdiscussedat theparty conferenceevent. It simply
looksobjectively at situationsandevaluateswhatdecisionswecanmake, inorder to encourageothers
to make better decisions. This is what Richard Thaler and Cass Sunstein (2009) term ‘nudges’, and
health professionals and policymakers in this context are our “choice architects”.

Thaler and Sunstein recommend an adoption of the Nudge technique, something which is rooted in
humanpsychologyandsubconsciousbehaviour.The techniquerequiresagoodmeasureofbehavioural
analysis, something which can be directly linked to the health and lifestyle choices that peoplemake,
ormore to thepoint, don’t realise theyaremaking.Theyexposehowwell-designedchoices canbenefit
more people, withoutmuch cost.

For health we need to recognise that individuals instinctively have an aversion to loss, so the losses
associated with bad health choices needs to be made clear. Secondly, people are naturally subject to
statusquobias.That is influencedbywhat they think themajority chooses.Further to thispeople tend
towards thedefault option, and that the context or ‘frame’ of choice is as vitally important, sometimes
more so than the choice itself. Consider that if an individual had to reflect on every singular decision
theymade, then our liveswould be consumedwith forked pathways and fraught choices2. Having an
intelligent default option iswhatmakes installing computer programs relatively simple for users, and
is theway that we navigate through amyriad ofmenu options at a restaurant.

Thepowerbehind thispromptinghasbeenutilisedbymarketingandadvertising,ThalerandSunstein
suggest that it can also be a force for good health. Think about how by simply labelling the “healthier
option” on amenu, it helps an individual sitting at a restaurant table to have greater, easily accessible
information to handwithwhich to inform their decision. Thaler and Sunstein own examples analyse
the use of nudges in the school and hospital settings, for instance to promote healthy option food
choices in the school canteen and increase organ donation by presumed consent.
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Findings

Lastly we asked ‘how would you encourage a culture of responsibility towards healthcare?’ Some
respondents thought that advertising the costs of healthcare to the NHS would make people reflect
more on their own health choices. Mainly education and cost efficacy were advocated as solution.
Where itwas felt that education fromayoungage, transparencyof costs andpossiblyaminimal charge
wouldhelpunnecessary spirallingcosts to theNHSfrom, forexample,missedGPappointments.Many
felt that labellingandwarningswereadequate, and theproblemlies in reachingpeoplewhodonot read
these.Asanextremesomerespondents felt thatpenalties shouldbe introduced for ‘reoffending’.Other
ideas included teaching people about cooking and eating, transparency of nutritional content in
restaurants and further restrictions on food advertising. All respondents agreed that this would be a
cultural change.

Conclusion from Public Responses
2020health concluded that themost forward thinking, positive solution is to incentivise. Thismeans
that so called “choice architects”makemoremoral andobjectivedecisions about incentivisation. Part
andparcel of this is taking responsibility for the choices that you influence, for examples the “nudges”
that can bemade in educational initiatives.

10

Case Study 1
Thaler and Sunstein also advocate using the internet as a platform for self control strategies.
Stikk.com is themodel they usewhich incentivises losingweight or exercisingmore by asking that
weekly reports are submitted online. If a user does not obtain their goal for theweek then they
are penalisedwith amonetary fine, one that the user themselves signs up to. There is the option
for this fine to be donated charitably or to a so called “anti-charity”. This resource uses support
andmotivatingmechanisms too, such asmonitoring email functions from friends and families
and streams sent through to social networking sites telling of your success or failure. This sort of
novel information innovation really capitalises on people’s behaviour online and demonstrates
the potential transparency of the nudge agenda.

2. Thaler RH, Sunstein CR.Nudge. Penguin Books, London 2009. pp 80
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Comment

Although the original Nudge idea did not pertain to health alone, since Thaler and Sunstein’s book
there has been some discussion about its practical bearing on healthcare in the UK. With an
announcement that £15-20 billion need be saved from the NHS budget over the next 4 years, it is
widely accepted that radical redesign and behaviour changewill be intrinsic to any savings. Although
saving money, sustaining quality and innovating healthcare is a juggling act, they need not be
exclusionaryprinciples.A recentNationalEndowment forScience,Technologyand theArts (NESTA)
report claimed, “theNHSdoesnothave to choosebetweensavingmoneyandsaving lives, orbetween
cost reduction and reform”.4

Cuts alonewill not yield this level of savings, so it is increasingly obvious that thereneeds tobe reform
of common health behaviours. This means that we need better tools to inform people and promote
healthy choices, taking that vital step away fromthedominant curative attitude. The realisationof the
nudge techniquemighthelp socalled ‘choicearchitects’ positively influence individuals to takegreater
responsibility for theirhealth.This sortof choicedesignwouldalsoalignwith theperson-centricmodel
of healthcare.

In thepublic sector, thenudge technique is agreatwayof simplifyinghealth care initiatives, andsheds
lightonwhysomepublichealthcampaignshave failedbefore.Healthofficials shouldbe trained to think
of the language they use, the choices they create and take a much more user friendly stance on
their communications. This includes educational health drives, which featured prominently in the
conference feedback.
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The ‘Nudge’ agenda

Peoplehavea right togreaterhealthoptions, but itneeds tobe fully realised thatpeopleneedhelpwith
some of the more complex questions that arise. It is true that incentives that favour one type of
behaviour, can improve health outcomes in real terms. It is evident that much governmental health
policy would benefit from recognising thatmassive social changes start with a small social nudge.3

12

3. Thaler RH, Sunstein CR.Nudge. Penguin Books, London 2009. pp 57

4. Bunt L,HarrisM. TheHumanFactor – discussion paper. The Lab, Nesta. 2009.

http://www.hsj.co.uk/Journals/2/Files/2009/11/4/Lab%20-%20Health%20v8.pdf

5. http://www.teachernet.gov.uk/wholeschool/healthyliving/ [accessed 18.12.09]

6. Royal Society for PublicHealth. Taking responsibility for health. [accessed 10Nov 2009]

http://www.rsph.org.uk/en/policy-and-projects/projects/hpv-programme/Taking-responsibility-for-health.cfm

Case Study 2
Many of our respondents thought that individual responsibility for health should be advocated
in the education setting. This is in linewith the current schools citizenship programmewhich
includes healthy living5 and feedback from theRoyal Society of PublicHealth (RSPH)who think
that public health campaigns should be aimed at young people. Recently across Britain there has
been a campaign accompanying the roll out of theHumanPapillomaVirus vaccine (HPV) to all
12-18 year olds, called ‘TakingResponsibility for your ownHealth’.6 This campaign provided
teachers with resourcematerials to help them inform the choices of pupils. These guides provide
an opportunity for young people to explore disease concepts like cause, detection and
prevention. It is relatively easy to identify teachers as ‘nudgers’ or primary ‘choice architects’
although in this context, it is probablymore effective (due to knowledge base) and realistic (due
to demands on teacher’s time) to have health professionals delivering thesemessages in the
school setting.We should also bemindful that for children, ‘choice’ should not be allowed to
become a burden or to be valued above truth.
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Recommendations

Principle that should guide decisions on which conditions
can be treated by the NHS

We consider that ‘diagnostic drift’ or ‘diseasemongering’ are draining theNHS of precious resources
for conditions that are simple normal biological or social variations, or by portraying the presence of
risk factors for disease as adisease state in itself. Examples of these include varicose veins, acne, short
stature, IVF, body dysmorphia, cosmetic surgery and moderate increases in blood pressure or
cholesterol.Theseresources shouldbebeingused tomake treatments fordiseasemorerapidlyavailable
to people who face serious illness.

Personal accountability for looking after your own health

Accountability, responsibility, self-care or personal control – whichever way you want to phrase it –
should be encouraged by the State. All newmothers from every background in the UK are provided
with a ‘RedBook’ inwhich to keep and record their baby’s development andhealthcare, so personally
held records are not new.New technology developments are enabling the publicmuch greater access
and an easier way to track health information. One in five mobile phones already contain an
accelerometer whichmeans the phone has the capability to detect andmeasuremotion. This means
it could act as a pedometer.Nokia are experimentingwith adding biosensorswhichwill be capable of
measuringbloodoxygen,glucose,heart andbreathing rates.Therearealreadyat least376applications
(apps) for smart phones that allow clinicians- and any other purchaser - to access medical and
diagnostic informationon thego.And there is a free ‘drink tracker’ app tomonitor youralcohol intake
available on the NHSChoices website. Added to this, electronic healthcare records have been shown
toenablephysicians to remotely supportpeoplewithchronic conditionsanddramatically reduce their
attendance at clinics.

The challenge is how to prevent thosewith chaotic lifestyles, disability or frailty frombeing penalised
fromnot engagingwith the technology that enables self-care, or even thepresentdayopportunitiesof,
for example, discussions with the pharmacist. Yet the availability of cheap ‘over the counter’ (OTC)
commonmedicines shouldmean that people should not be given prescriptions for a basic formulary
of common drugs such as paracetamol.
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Comment
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Case Study 3
The introduction of front of pack ‘traffic light’ coding on food packaging combinedwith the
percentage the products is of guideline daily amount (GDA)was first used by Asda. This sort of
signposting facilitates a better interpretation of increasingly complex nutritional information.
The Food Standards Agency found that the level of comprehension of these labels was generally
high.7 However it is not a perfect solution, as products that also contain essential elements such
as calcium in cheese ormagnesium in dark chocolate are branded in ‘danger red’ because of their
fat content. Also itmight be underused by individuals who feel they can confidently recognise
healthy foods, or conversely thosewho are not interested in healthy eating. Regardless, research
shows that consumers do like this format and it is a low cost and simplemethod of relaying
accurate information to better inform choices.

This can be signalled as a step towards greater corporate responsibility for informing consumers.
Its effectiveness is a good example of co-operation between government and some food retailers.

7.Malam S, Clegg S, Kirwan S,McGinigal S. Comprehension and use of UK nutirtion signpost labelling schemes. Food Standards Agency.

May 2009. http://www.food.gov.uk/multimedia/pdfs/pmpreport.pdf

Some retailers and manufacturers have argued that they are not responsible for the choices people
make. This normalises the idea that people are completely free to choose, but the success of the
marketing industry is evidence that organisations actively attempt to influence people’s choices.
Companies need to take responsibility for the influence they wield, this is in line with the growing
concernsabout corporate responsibility.This goeshand inhandwith individual choiceawarenessand
is a potentially simple and low cost progression towards better health outcomes.

We need a public review to identify the normal human variations for
which treatment should not be paid for by the tax payer.

A review of common, ‘basic’ drugs should be undertaken to see what
should be removed from NHS funded prescriptions.

A consultation should be undertaken on how to encourage the uptake
of self-care using modern, mobile technology.
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Encouraging a culture of responsibility in healthcare

Knowing what something costs is an evidence-based way of enabling people to appreciate what they
are receiving. This has been shown tobe effective for clinicians in thehospital environment and those
at the front line, andwe believe should be extended to patients as well. This was reflected inmany of
the responses that we received.We think that the culture of people being deterred from seeking help
because they areworried about ‘being aburden’ is fast fading. There is amuchmoreprevalent culture
of entitlement andweconsider that amove to communicate the cost of care, starting in environments
such as A&E would be a start in helping people to value healthcare. For ‘repeat offenders’ e.g. those
requiring repeated medical attention for being drunk or high, penalties should be introduced.
Electronic healthcare recordswill facilitate this.

Appendix A
Audience Demographic

18 Total Respondents

Known age range (24 – 74)
Average (53)
Unknown (3)

Male / Female ratio 8:7
Unknown (3)

Counties
Hampshire, Yorkshire,Middlesex, London/Essex, Leicestershire,
Warwickshire (2), London(3), Bristol (3), Oxfordshire
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Recommendations

Responsibility in health promotion

There isageneral consensus that responsibility forhealthpromotionpotentially lieswitheveryone from
the individual ‘expertpatient’ to thecorporation toGovernment.Many foodmanufacturers andsellers
have gone down the ‘traffic lights’ route of denoting on their food product the amount of significant
content of fat, sugar or salt.

There is certainly a significant need for more public information and awareness of existing advice
centres such asNHSChoices via www.nhs.uk. And information needs to be targeted intelligently – a
campaign to encourage black men in south-east London to get their blood pressure checked failed
because the advertisement poster had a picture of them taking their kids to the cinema. Feedback
revealed thiswasnotanactivity that themajority identifiedwith, so theydismissed themessageaswell.
However we wouldn’t want to see saturation of daily living with messages that turn us all into
permanent patients.

Personal long term health concerns

Health was confirmed by our audience as a major consideration, but there was a sense that no one
expected tobekeptaliveat all costs.Longevity is an increasing fact formanyofusbut it’s alsoonebeing
promoted in somearenasas theHolyGrail ofmedical achievement.Theprovisionof care inanageing
population should be about the preservation of dignity, pain relief, treating people with affection and
respect, and supporting their independence and involvement in social activities.We consider that the
End of Life Care Programme is one that facilitates this and reflects the responsibility on all of us to
ensurewe have a culture inwhich inwhich end of life care is not something to be feared.

16

We need to find a balance between the benefits of easily accessible
information and risks of further medicalisation of daily life.

Health concerns are important to us all. Through our public policies
we should always communicate that we value the manner of our
living above the timing of our dying.

Advertising the cost of healthcare e.g. A&E attendance,
RRP of medicines and medical devices should be initiated.

The introduction of penalties for repeat offenders at A&E.

Appendices
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About 2020health

2020health is a health and technology think tankwith a vision ofmore people
enjoying good health.

Our Mission

Wewant to improve health through effective commissioning,
competition and technology

We seek a level playing field between the public and private sector
as theywork to improve health outcomes

We search for ways inwhich theworkforce can takemore
responsibility in local healthcare

We examine the consequences of healthcare decisions on society,
lifestyle and culture

We are ‘professional’ led, ensuring all we do has the constant input of people
working for and in the public services. Our unique emphasis is on giving
people whowork delivering healthcare, the ‘grass-roots’, the opportunity to
use their experience and expertise to direct ourwork.

Contact details
EmmaHill, Research Assisant
JuliaManning, Chief Executive

2020health.org
83Victoria Street
London SW1H0HW
T020 3170 7702/7703
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